
 

 

  

Abstract—Fingerprint based identification system; one of a well 
known biometric system in the area of pattern recognition and has 
always been under study through its important role in forensic 
science that could help government criminal justice community. In 
this paper, we proposed an identification framework of individuals by 
means of fingerprint. Different from the most conventional 
fingerprint identification frameworks the extracted Geometrical 
element features (GEFs) will go through a Discretization process. 
The intention of Discretization in this study is to attain individual 
unique features that could reflect the individual varianceness in order 
to discriminate one person from another. Previously, Discretization 
has been shown a particularly efficient identification on English 
handwriting with accuracy of 99.9% and on discrimination of twins’ 
handwriting with accuracy of 98%. Due to its high discriminative 
power, this method is adopted into this framework as an independent 
based method to seek for the accuracy of fingerprint identification. 
Finally the experimental result shows that the accuracy rate of 
identification of the proposed system using Discretization is 100% 
for FVC2000, 93% for FVC2002 and 89.7% for FVC2004 which is 
much better than the conventional or the existing fingerprint 
identification system (72% for FVC2000, 26% for FVC2002 and 
32.8% for FVC2004). The result indicates that Discretization 
approach manages to boost up the classification effectively, and 
therefore prove to be suitable for other biometric features besides 
handwriting and fingerprint. 
 
 

Keywords—Discretization, fingerprint identification, geometrical 
features, pattern recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

reliable personal authentication system with Biometric 
technology [1] that uses the physical or behavioral 

characteristics to identify actual persons or users has become a 
popular research during the past 30 years. Among various 
Biometric applications (e.g., face, handwriting, signature, 
voice, iris, retina, thermogram, hand vein, palm, gait, ear, 
keystroke dynamics, etc. [2-3], fingerprint identification is one 
of the most mature, well known and have highest record 
employ in government law enforcement applications. The 
popularity and importance of this research has successfully 
produces a great number of publications. The study shows that  
fingerprint techniques can be classified into two common 
groups:  
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Minutiae based and Correlation or Ridge based. The 

minutiae points are the anomalies features found within the 
finger patterns. Minutiae based approach first look for 
minutiae points then gather two samples of minutiae points 
and finally decides the number of matched minutiae.  

Correlation based approach, in contrast, compare the overall 
ridges within the pattern to see if the ridges exist in the two 
fingerprints align. An approach use of minutiae based 
approach with Hough transform method has been proposed by 
Ratha et al. [1]. This aproach is based on the multilevel 
indexing which integrates a number of high level pattern class 
and ridge density features. This approach able to diminish the 
search space.  

Nain et al. [2] proposed a novel minutiae based approach 
using mass centroid concept. In this method, the alignment 
within minutiae found enormously fast. The algorithm 
proposed by Umair et al. [3] is based on wavelet 
transformation fused with minutiae features. Meanwhile, the 
minutiae approach proposed by Abbad is based on centered 
round regions and overall position for fingerprint verification 
[4]. It finds the best position between both minutiaes using 
Hough Matching technique. Another approach proposed in 
paper of Roli [5] focuses on mathematical morphology. The 
author extracts the minutiae in thinned fingerprint image using 
binary Hit or Miss Transform (HMT). This approach provides 
consistent fingerprint ridge formation thus successfully 
reduces a lot of effort in the post-processing phase. 

In this paper, the contents of this study are organized as 
follow. In the following section, the review of the fingerprint 
structures is introduced. Section 3 explains the related work 
regarding to the previous and issues of fingerprint 
identification system. Because of the values obtained through 
previous findings provide low inter-variability between the 
feature values and class labels, high intra-variability within the 
samples of fingerprint features of a person, identification 
based fingerprint still  remain a challenging problem 
especially the issues of loss originality information of an 
individual. Thus, a concept of Discretization is introduced and 
briefly described in section 4. Meanwhile, section 5 reports the 
comparison result between the conventional system and 
proposed system. Section 6 summarizes the paper. 

 
II. FINGERPRINT STRUCTURES 

A fingerprint pattern is formed of ridges and valleys over 
the surface of finger (Fig. 1). Different shape and structure of 
ridge and valley in each finger of an individual contributes to 
different global and local analysis. A global analysis is used to 
extract the common singular points namely loop, delta, whorl 
and etc. Meanwhile, Fig. 2 shows the examples of singular 
points such as core point, delta, loop and whorlon a fingerprint 
image. The core points or small circles shown in Fig. 2 is the 
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center point of the highest loop in the singular region and 
generally used as the features to be pre aligned with other 
fingerprint pattern during matching process. These singular 
regions may be classified into five classes: left loop, right 
loop, whorl, arch and tented arch as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

In summary, global analysis provides an overall picture of 
fingerprint classification. Local analysis, on the other hand, 
gives more detail information of the image. These global and 
local information including observes the regions of the ridge 
termination or ridge anomalies are known as minutiae points. 
Some of typical ridge discontinuous structures are shown in 
Fig. 4. The ridges that suddenly break or discontinuous at the 
end are called termination. A terminate ridge with two split 
ridges at the end is called bifurcations. Figure 4 shows a closer 
observation of real fingerprint image.  
 

We can see a ridge ending in Fig 4(a), a ridge bifurcation in 
Fig 4(b). Fig. 4(c) shows a lake.  

III. RELATED WORK 

It is not easy to develop an accurate fingerprint 
identification system. Several authors have suggested different 
systems that suit for the identification of fingerprints. Figure 5 
shows a common and traditional fingerprint identification 
system. The system contains three main components; Pre-
processing, Feature extraction and Classification. 

After image pre-processing module (Fig. 5), input image is 
noiseless and binarized. Segmentation [6], filtering [7] and 
normalization [8] are the common image processing 
techniques used to remove spurious noise of fingerprint 
images. Noiseless images are then fed into feature extraction 
module for minuitiae extraction. 

In feature extraction module, a fingerprint’s pattern of 
ridges is the important properties to represent the relationship 
and characteristic of an individual. From an extensive research 
of available literature, fingerprint approaches are classified 
into two general classes: minutiae based approach and 
correlation based approach. Both approaches have own of its 
advantageous and some of its shortcomings. In minutiae-
based, it looks for some region of the appropriate minutiae 
types that form a particular pattern of a query finger.  

The common types are ridge ending and ridge bifurcation 
minutiae. In fingerprint identification system [9], chain code 
contour is used for minutiae extraction. Another system 
focussed on core point extraction [10]. Angle values are 
calculated and indexed technique is applied for fingerprint 
matching. The matching is compared with those stored in 
database. However, system that based on core point extraction 
has some disadvantages that when the different orientation of 
finger from same person is input to the system, the angle 
values change. These changes direct to the false matching or 
rejection. 

Meanwhile in fingerprint systems based on correlation 
approach [11]-[13], it considers the overall patterns of ridges 
and valleys found in a finger image. Correlation based 
approach also provide some disadvantages to the system 
where it only present accurate identification for good quality 
images. Low quality image often comes with spurious features 
caused by fingerprint imperfections such as ridge gaps due to 
skinfolds, contiguous ridges due to finger pressure. Since this 
type of extraction encounters all region of the finger pattern, 

Fig. 1 Example of Ridges and Valleys on a fingerprint image 

Valleys 

Ridges 

Fig. 2 Example of Singular regions and core points on a 
fingerprint image 

Core or 
central 
points 

Fig. 3 Classes of fingerprint 

Left 
Loop 

Right  
Loop 

Whorl 
 

Arch 
 

Tented 
Arch 
 

Fig. 5 Conventional Fingerprint Identification System 

Person Identified 

Pre-processing 

Clasification 

Feature 
extraction 

Thinning 
algorithm 

Fingerprint 

Fig. 4 Type of Minutiaes (a) ridge termination or ridge ending 
(b) ridge bifurcation and (c) a lake 

(a) (b) (c) 
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insufficient information including distort and false features are 
also consider as important part for matching process thus 
decreasing the accuracy of identification. According to Jain et 
al. [7], the best total number of minutiae points extraction for 
a fingerprint is around 60 to 80 minutiae points.  

Recently, a great number of solutions have been proposed 
to overcome the issues in fingerprint system. Karna et al. [14] 
presented a normalized cross correlation technique to decrease 
the computational effort and error rate for fingerprint 
matching. Meanwhile, Jain et al. [15] proposed a method that 
uses ridges joint with minutia.  

The final module (refer to Fig. 5) deals with the 
classification of extracted features into appropriate class. 
However this module often fed with large continuous features, 
close similarity features between fingerprint samples and 
inappropriate feature spaces which effect from the issues of 
feature distributions and representation after extraction. The 
following section gives the description of the steps in the 
proposed framework for the identification of fingerprint. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSE FRAMEWORK 

In order to produce an efficient identification system, a 
question is always on how to acquire features that can reflect 
the identity of an individual? Three interests of the proposed 
framework are stated below; 

1 Uniqueness: The feature amongst a wide set of 
individuals; sets must have a very high individual 
predictive power; 

2 Inter-individual variability: The feature sets within 
the samples of handwriting of an individual must 
differ to a reasonable extent amongst a wide set of 
individuals; and 

3 Intra-individual variability: The feature sets within 
the samples of handwriting must differ as little as 
possible for each individual. 

The common issues of an identification system are often 
regarding to the complexity of the extracted features, its 

distribution and how to represent those features systematically 
in order to differentiate a person among other based on 
fingerprint samples.  

Therefore in this study, a method called Discretization 
which is a promising independent technique is adopted into 
this identification framework as presented in Fig. 6 to handle 
the issues as mentioned above. Discretization here is based on 
the work done by Azah et al. [16]. Azah’s previous work has 
successfully achieved identification accuracy rate of 99.9% on 
English handwriting and 98% on discrimination of twins 
handwriting [17]. Beside this, the research of Discretization 
have been researched from the beginning of the fifties [18] 
nineties [19], twenties [20] and recently numerous scientific 
papers and inventions in Discretization have been widely 
expanded in the field of pattern recognition [16], [21], [22], 
[23] and data mining [24], [25], [26]. Due to its efficiency to 
cope with the issues of data complication and misclassification 
in the mentioned area, as such in this paper, Discretization is 
further explored into fingerprint identification to seek for its 
accuracy which has not been reported and done yet by other 
study. 

In Fig. 6, the geometry based approach is used for our 
fingerprint extraction. This scheme is transformation 
independent and is based on local and global based technique. 
Geometrical element features (GEFs) are the output of the Pre-
Discretization module and are extracted based on the singular 
and minutiae points in a fingerprint contour. GEFs have been 
proved as an effective expression of fingerprint images and 
have been successfully used in recognition [27] and 
verification [28] of fingerprint system. After extraction, the 
GEFs are then fed into Discretization module. In this study, 
the intention of Discretization is to represent the extracted 
features into systematic way in order to make classification 
task easier thereby increasing the identification accuracy. 
According to Azah et al. [16], Discretization is a process of 
discovering the unique features from contiguous set of an 
individual samples, then signifying them into a single standard 
value representation. This representation defines a clear 

Fig. 6 Proposed Fingerprint Identification Framework 

Image imperfection deduction 
• Binarization 
• Thinning  

Feature extraction 
• Geometrical based feature extraction  

Pre-Processing 

Discretization 

Systematic features representation  
• Individual Discretization  
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Identification 

Person Identified  

Pre-Discretized features 
or Geometrical element 
features (GEFs) 
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varianceness of similarity features between individuals which 
offer maximum discriminative power that is capable to 
discriminate one person from another. Meanwhile, 
Discretization defined by Lee and Shin [29] is a process that 
divides continuous numeric values into discrete categorical 
interval values. This practice is essential because machine 
learning only understands and execute entirely with discrete 
features. More details on each module are well described in 
the following section. 

A. Pre-Processing  

The basic objectives of pre-processing in this section are to 
overcome the distortion of input fingerprint image and to 
convert the input image into levels of pixels representation 
that could be interpreted by computer for further analysis. 
First, binarization is performed on the grayscale fingerprint 
image to convert it into a black and white image with an 
appropriate threshold value. Threshold value is the mean value 
of block gray value to provide an image with minimum noise. 
Meanwhile, to reduce the thickness of all ridge lines, a 
thinning process is carried out with parallel thinning 
algorithm. Detail explanation on pre-processing techniques 
can be found in next sub-section. 

Binarization is a process to convert the gray scale image 
pixel value into 0 or 255. The algorithm is presented below; 

 
For gray value of each pixel gp in I 
  If gp > M,  

 set gp = 1 
  Else, 

set gp = 0 
 

Where; 
I-Fingerprint image; 
M- Mean value of block gray value; 

 
Mean value, M of each block gray image value is used as an 

adaptive threshold to be compared with each gray pixel value, 
gp. If the gray pixel value, gp of fingerprint image, I is more 
than M value, set gp value to 1 (white) else set gp value to 0 
(black).  

 

Commonly, variation thickness of fingerprint ridges is due 
to the digitization process during data acquisition. This is also 
known as digitization noise. It is necessarily to reduce the 
ridges thickness into single-pixel width strokes. The thinning 
mathematical morphological operation used for our fingerprint 
image is a built-in morphological thinning function provided 
in Matlab. The process will end when the fingerprint image is 
reduced to a single pixel wide otherwise the process is 
repeated until all pixels are one pixel wide (obtaining the line 
diagram). The processes of Pre-processing from original 
image to the thinned image are shown in Fig. 7 below. 

    
                        (a)                                        (b) 

 
                                              (c) 
Fig. 7 Binarization of fingerprint image (a) Original image (b) 

Binarized image (c) Thinned fingerprint image 
 

fingerprint contour  
The basic idea of this approach is to extract the useful 

features based on geometry technique on the general shape of 
ridge flow and minutiae points including ridge terminations 
and ridge bifurcations after thinning process. The advantage of 
this technique provides a coarse level description of the whole 
fingerprint pattern includes the ridges flow of fingerprint. 
From ridges flow of fingerprint, minutiae points can be easily 
founded and extracted as shown in Fig. 8. Two mathematical 
morphological operation of clean and spur are applied in this 
algorithm. These algorithms remove noises such as spurs, 
spikes of the fingerprint image. 

 
Fig. 8 Selected features for extractionShape of ridge flow 

and minutiae point detection 
 

Ridges termination and ridges bifurcation are extracted 
based on 9-pixel neighbourhood strategy. The determination 
of ridges in each image is defined as half the entirety of the 
differences between pairs of the next pixels in a 3x3 window. 
Generally, if the center point is 1 with 3 one points as 
neighbour in a 3x3 window, then it detected as a ridge 
bifurcation. If the center points is 1 and with only 1 one point 

1. Binarization 

2. Thinning Algorithm 

3. Geometrical based feature extraction approach on 
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as neighbour, then it is called as ridges termination. The 
mathematical equation (1) for the ridge type determination is 
as follows; 

Number of Pixels ∑
=

=

+−=

8

...0

1
2
1 n

ni
ii PP        (1)                                                    

Where; 
If the number of pixels is 1, then it is termination minutiae;

 

Else if the number of pixels is 2, then is a bifurcation; 

Else for more complex minutiae.
 

 
The extracted feature datasets are obtained from 3 different 

fingers with 4 impressions per finger, giving the total of 12 
feature vectors for each FVC (Fingerprint Verification 
Competition) database. These feature datasets are known as 
pre-discretized datasets which are the original extracted 
features before execute with Discretization algorithm. 

 However after extraction process, it can be observed that 
some of the extracted sets of features are inconsistent (refer to 
Fig. 12) which consists of very close similarity features within 
the samples of fingerprint of another person (the occurrence 
issues of inter and intra-variability features). The inconsistent 
sets of features is caused by the ridge structure of fingerprint 
which provides similar ridge shapes and flows between 
individuals and variation in ridge shapes and flows through 
different orientation of fingerprint from the same individual. 
These weaknesses which often happen in traditional 
framework (refer to Fig. 5) causing small variances amongst 
fingerprint samples of various persons thereby minimizing the 
important information of individual. Addition to this, most of 
the previous studies illustrated the identification performance 
through the process of extraction techniques of individual 
features on fingerprint samples and not on signifying the 
individual characteristics of ridge pattern between individuals 
for systematic representation. Thus in this study, we proposed 
a new framework for fingerprint identification. Unlike to other 
identification system, the significance of this study is the 
introduction of Discretization which is added before 
classification module to represent the extracted features 
systematically in order to improve individual identification 
based on fingerprint samples efficiently (refer to Fig. 6). 

B. Discretization 

From a wide-ranging research of available literature, it was 
found that most of the enhanced identification system is based 
on feature extraction and classification phase. The distances 
among the central pixel of the ridge with the termination and 
bifurcation minutiae points are commonly adopted in those 
works [6], [30]. These techniques very depend on the position 
of the fingerprint. If the fingerprint position modify, the 
central point position, and the distance between central point 
with ridge point also will be adjusted. Overall, the 
conventional framework did not perform the system’s 
objectives as expected; hence result in poor fingerprint 
identification. In this study, GEFs are performed with 
Discretization algorithm. It gives class information to each 

image to represent the identity of the individual. This 
algorithm has proven to be particularly efficient for individual 
identification as successfully performed in [16] and [17] for 
both of its low complexity and its ability to deal with large and 
high dimensional feature vectors. The sequences of steps 
involved in the algorithm are as follow: 
Step1.  Determine interval 

Discretization first form a subset of features for each 
individual. The highest and lowest feature values (max and 
min) in each subset are picked to estimate the interval for each 
bin. Number of bins or cuts for each individual is created 
based on the number of features. 

   For an individual  
                          Min = min feature; Max = max feature; 
                          No_bin = no_geometric_feature; 
                          Interval = (Max - Min) / No_bin; 
In this study, nine features are extracted from each 

fingerprint sample. Thus, there will be nine bins created for 
each individual class. Unlike to other schema, Discretization 
here keeps the original number of GEFs that has been 
extracted. The purpose of the algorithm is not to change the 
originality of the information but just to demonstrate the 
extracted features into a systematic features representation that 
could defines a clear varianceness of similarity features 
between individuals in order to determine the efficiency of 
Fingerprint Identification. 
Step2.  Define representation value for each cut 

Then it divides the range of max and min feature value with 
the number of bins or cuts to gives lower and upper 
approximation to each bin. 

   For each bin  
                          Find lower and upper value of interval; 
                          RepValue = (upper – lower) / 2;              

Step3. Classify features into interval 
Features that falls within the approximation will be replaced 

with a single standard value. This process of allocating 
features into appropriate interval began with the first feature 
and will be repeated until the end of the features.   

 
 For (1 to no_geometric_feature)  

                    For each bin  
                         If (feature in range of interval) 
                              Dis_Feature = RepValue;    

 
The process and result after Discretization process are 

illustrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 below. Discretization 
algorithm implemented in the matching phase involves the 
overall features gained during extraction phase of the 
fingerprint. All the other processes are done internally and the 
outcome of this phase is the discretized values (Fig. 11) that 
are not affected by the distance, positional and the angle 
difference. Fig. 9 presents the samples of original GEFs 
(before execute with Discretization algorithm). This dataset is 
also known as pre-discretized dataset. There are nine extracted 
vectors in each row and the last column represents the 
individual’s class.  
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6.1000 8.0000 9.5000 14.0000 18.8000 17.0000 4.5500 7.5000 10.4500 1 
3.9500 7.0000 6.0000 9.1500 12.7500 16.9500 1.8500 5.8500 10.6000 1 
1.6500 2.5500 2.2500 6.3500 9.0000 5.8000 3.5000 4.5500 9.1000 1 
3.5500 2.5500 1.2500 8.2000 11.5500 6.7500 4.3000 5.6000 7.3500 1 
 
 
 
1.9500 7.2000 5.6500 8.0000 14.4000 8.6500 3.4500 7.0000 3.5500 2 
4.9500 7.6000 5.4500 12.1000 17.6000 8.6500 3.8000 7.1000 4.3500 2 
5.8000 6.7500 6.2000 16.2000 22.3000 15.4500 6.5000 9.7000 3.5000 2 
4.9500 8.8500 5.5500 13.0000 17.8500 11.5500 4.3500 6.2500 6.7000 2 

 
Meanwhile, Fig. 11 shows the discretized feature datasets 

after process in Fig. 10. Features that are highlighted with 
different colors indicate the varianceness features obtained 
between that particular person from another. This varianceness 
of individual is clearly represented with standard values where 
in this study we define these values as domain values (DV) of 
individual (refer to Fig. 11). DV represent the uniqueness 
information of individuality where each person has it own 
finger’s structures (ridges and valleys) even with different 
impressions or orientations per finger. This schema preserves 
the originality information of individual even with large 
number of candidates because Discretization here executes 
based on each individual and does not change the originality 
feature characteristics in a fingerprint of an individual.  

 
LOW and UPPER BIN for Individual : 2 
MIN Value 1.95  MAX Value 22.3 
Bin 0: Low :1.95   Upper :4.21111  Rep Value for Bin 0: 1.13056 
Bin 1: Low :4.21111   Upper :6.47222  Rep Value for Bin 1: 5.34167 
Bin 2: Low :6.47222   Upper :8.73333  Rep Value for Bin 2: 7.60278 
Bin 3: Low :8.73333   Upper :10.9944  Rep Value for Bin 3: 9.86389 
Bin 4: Low :10.9944   Upper :13.2556  Rep Value for Bin 4: 12.125 
Bin 5: Low :13.2556   Upper :15.5167  Rep Value for Bin 5: 14.3861 
Bin 6: Low :15.5167   Upper :17.7778  Rep Value for Bin 6: 16.6472 
Bin 7: Low :17.7778   Upper :20.0389  Rep Value for Bin 7: 18.9083 
Bin 8: Low :20.0389   Upper :22.3  Rep Value for Bin 8: 21.1694 
DISCRETIZE DATA  
1.13056 7.60278 5.34167 7.60278 14.386 7.60278 1.13056 7.60278 1.13056 2 
5.34167 7.60278 5.34167 12.125 16.6472 7.60278 1.13056 7.60278 5.34167 2 
5.34167 7.60278 5.34167 16.6472 21.1694 14.3861 7.60278 9.86389 1.13056 2 
5.34167 9.86389 5.34167 12.125 18.9083 12.125 5.34167 5.34167 7.60278 2 

 
 
 
 
0.975  0.975   0.975    6.125    8.075     6.125   4.175   4.175   10.025 1 
4.175  6.125   6.125    10.025  11.975  17.825  0.975   6.125   10.025 1 
4.175  0.975   0.975    8.075    11.975   6.125   4.175   6.125    8.075 1 
6.125  8.075  10.025   13.925  17.825   4.175   8.075  10.025   8.075 1 
 
 
 
1.13056 7.60278 5.34167 7.60278 14.3861 7.602781.13056 7.60278 1.13056 2 
5.34167 7.60278 5.3416712.125 16.64727.602781.13056 7.60278  5.34167 2 
5.34167 7.60278 5.3416716.64721.169414.3861 7.60278 9.86389 1.13056 2 
5.34167 9.86389 5.3416712.125 18.9083 12.125 5.34167 5.34167 7.60278 2 
 
 
12.5611 16.005616.0056 22.894412.5611 9.11667 9.11667 16.0056  16.0056 3 
9.11667 16.0056 1.72222 9.11667 9.11667 9.11667 1.72222 1.72222 1.722223 
12.5611 22.8944 19.45 33.2278 26.3389    9.11667 19.45 16.0056 16.0056  3 
1.72222  9.11667  19.45  33.2278 22.8944 9.11667 12.5611 19.45 22.8944 3 

 
 

 
The final discretized feature data (Fig. 11) are then fed into 

the classification module using Rosetta Roughset Toolkit [31]. 
Four reduction algorithms are chosen namely Johnson's 
algorithm, Holte 1R, Genetic algorithm and Exhaustive 
algorithm. The results for individual identification 
performance using pre-discretized and post-discretized 
datasets with random number of training and testing data are 
reported in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. Meanwhile, Table 4 
shows the comparison results between existing system 
(conventional system) and the proposed system to seek for the 
best individual identification accuracy based on fingerprint. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed fingerprint identification system was 
executed on recognized Fingerprint database that are 
FVC2000, FVC 2002 and FVC 2004. Three databases were 
created for each FVC thus giving the total of 880 fingerprints 
from 110 different fingers with 8 impressions per finger. The 
fingerprint images are in TIFF format. 

In this section, the experimental results of the study are 
presented. These datasets are classified using Roughset 
Toolkit (ROSETTA). The Reducer Algorithm is used to find 
reducts approximation in a decision table. It returns a set of 
reduct which contains a set of rules attached to it as a child. 
The minimal subsets will be taken to distinguish data from 
other datasets. Instead of fixing a single element x, it select 
subset X of U, and execute each x ∈ X consecutively. It will 
first compute the minimal subsets that determine the first 
element in X from datasets in U, later discriminating the 
second element in X from datasets in U; the process will go on 
based on the set of rules until the fairly accurate reduct is 
produced.  

As for identification performance, confusion matrix 
technique is adopted. Identification performance describes the 
accuracy percentage of identification cases where features 
make a correct fall into the right interval of an instance’s class. 
It gives the overall accuracy measurement and sensitivity of 
each actual classified and misclassified object. Each image n 
(n = 1, . . . , m) of the FVC databases subset is matched 
against the other m-1 images of the same subset. We define an 
object was correctly classified into the instance class, when an 
image were predicted to the instance class from the same 
individual’s finger. Moreover, if an image predicted to an 
instance class from a different individual’s finger, we say that 
the image is misclassified into the instance class. The result 
for individual identification performance using pre-discretized 
and post-discretized datasets with random number of training 
and testing data is reported in Table I, II and III. The 
identification accuracy is computed using formula in (2). 

Fig. 10 Discretization process for FVC2004 fingerprint datasets 
of second individual 

Fig. 11 Post-discretized fingerprint datasets of 3 individual from 
FVC2004 

Fig. 9 Examples of Pre-discretized FVC2004 fingerprint datasets 
of 2 individual that has low inter-variability and close similarity 

features 

Low inter/close similarity 
features 

DV for individual 1: 4.175 

DV for individual 2: 5.34167 

DV for individual 3: 9.11667 

High intra variability 
features 
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Identification_rate=Predicted features in an instance class / 
total features of all instances classes                                (2) 

From the above-obtained result, it clearly shows that four 
reduction methods namely Johnson’s algorithm, Holte 1R, 
Genetic algorithm and Exhaustive algorithm perform well 
with post-discretized datasets. Each of the method in Table 1, 
2 and 3 successfully achieved the overall average accuracy of 
more than 90.0%. On the other hand, same four reduction 
methods using pre-discretized datasets as presented in Table 1, 
2 and 3 reports a worst performance, which provide low 
identification rates; below 75.0% on each method. As 
expected, fingerprint datasets executed with Discretization 

bear higher discriminative power of individuality compared to 
the actual datasets accordingly. Hence, it can be well 
concluded that Discretization method could enhance the 
performance of individual identification effectively on 
fingerprint besides on handwriting.  

The comparison with the proposed framework is presented 
in Table 4. The proposed system successfully achieves more 
than 85.0% on an average when compared with every FVC 
databases. This illustrates that our proposed system is much 
competent than conventional system; can manage and 
represent real minutiae features in much better way during 
pre-processing phase and could provide higher discriminative 
power in post-processing phase to assist classification for 
individual identification. 

For clearer picture, the comparison results reported in Table 
4 are visualized as depicted in Fig. 12. To quantify the 
performance of the proposed system using Discretization in 
brief, a t-test to illustrate the significance difference between 
pre and post fingerprint datasets on individual identification 
performance, from three FVC databases, FVC2000, FVC2002 
and FVC2004 is also presented in this section. 

 

 

For hypothesis testing, the scalar mean of an average 
accuracy for pre and post discretized vectors after several 
training and testing procedure is used as a statistic and basis 
for one-to-one individual identification performance 
comparisons of the fingerprints. Given two paired sets; pre-

discretize datasets, and post discretized fingerprint 
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TABLE III 
FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY FROM FVC2004 

ROSETTA 

Built-in  

Methods 

on 

Reductions 

Data 

Types 

70% 

Train 

Data  

30% 

Test 

Data 

60% 

Train

Data  

40% 

Test 

Data 

50% 

Train 

Data  

50% 

Test 

Data 

Avera

ge 

Acc 

(%) 

Johnson’s  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 40.00 32.78 

Algorithm Post_Dis 66.67 50.00 60.00 58.89 

Holte 1R  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 40.00 32.78 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Genetic  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 40.00 32.78 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Exhaustive  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 40.00 32.78 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

COMPARISSON OF IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY ON EACH FVC DATABASES 

FVC 

Databases 

Conventional or 

Existing Systems (%)  

(without using 

Discretization) 

Proposed 

System (%) 

(using 

Discretization) 

FVC 2000 72.22 100.00 

FVC 2002 26.11 93.06 

FVC 2004 32.78 89.72 

 

TABLE I 
FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY FROM FVC2000 

ROSETTA 

Built-in 

Methods 

on 

Reductions 

Data 

Types 

70% 

Train 

Data  

30% 

Test 

Data 

60% 

Train 

Data  

40% 

Test 

Data 

50% 

Train 

Data  

50% 

Test 

Data 

Avera

ge 

Acc  

Johnson’s  Pre_Dis 66.67 75.00 60.00% 67.22 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Holte 1R  Pre_Dis 66.67 75.00 80.00 73.89 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Genetic  Pre_Dis 66.67 75.00 80.00% 73.89 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Exhaustive  Pre_Dis 66.67 75.00 80.00% 73.89 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

 TABLE II 
FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY FROM FVC2002 

ROSETTA 

Built-in  

Methods 

on 

Reductions 

Data 

Types 

70% 

Train 

Data  

30% 

Test 

Data 

60% 

Train

Data  

40% 

Test 

Data 

50% 

Train 

Data  

50% 

Test 

Data 

Avera

ge 

Acc  

Johnson’s  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 20.00 26.11 

Algorithm Post_Dis 66.67 50.00 100.00 72.22 

Holte 1R  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 20.00 26.11 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Genetic  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 20.00 26.11 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Exhaustive  Pre_Dis 33.33 25.00 20.00 26.11 

Algorithm Post_Dis 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 

 

Fig. 12 Visualization of Post-discretized and Pre-discretized 
fingerprint datasets on each FVC databases 

 

TABLE IV 
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datasets, of n total fingerprint for each FVC database, 
the paired t-test determines if they differ from one another in a 
significant way. As per Table 5, when t test analysis was done 
on post-discretized fingerprint datasets and those of actual 
fingerprint datasets (pre-discretized datasets), the results were 
highly significant with t 8.19455E-09 and P<0.05 for FVC 
2000. When t test analysis was done on FVC 2002 database, 
the results were also highly significant with t 3.71138E-08 and 
P<0.05. Same analysis achievement on pre and post-
discretized FVC 2004 fingerprint datasets which shown a 
highly significant with t 3.49287E-07 and P<0.05, stating that 
individual identification shows a better performance with 
discretized fingerprint datasets as compared to actual extracted 
datasets. Thus, the analysis of the data reveals that there is 
distinct improvement in the individual identification 
performance after the process of Discretization on fingerprint 
datasets. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Overall, the proposed framework for fingerprint 
identification system as illustrated in Fig. 6 which composes 
of three main components for collecting the important 
information, extracting the required features from the 
fingerprint image and classifying the features into actual 

individual class accordingly. The estimation and evaluation 
efficiency of Discretization on the proposed fingerprint 
framework can be seen through the comparison with the 
conventional fingerprint framework on identification 
performance results. The results shows that the proposed 
fingerprint identification system extensively boosted up the 
individual identification accuracy based on fingerprint and 
effectively prevail over the existing system that had positional 
and oriental weaknesses. Proposed system successfully 
achieves a maximum accuracy of 99.0%. As it can be seen 
from previous section in Fig. 10 and Table 4, the performance 
of Discretization is very good in terms of improving individual 
identification due to its capability to represent each individual 
features systematically and uniquely even though with 
different impressions or orientations per finger. This 
representation provides a high discriminative power to 
discriminate one person from another although we use 
fingerprint datasets as our comparing index instead of 
handwriting datasets.  
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